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OBSERVER FORM O F T H E HYPERBOLIC-TYPE
GENERALIZED LORENZ SYSTEM AND ITS USE
FOR CHAOS SYNCHRONIZATION
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This paper shows that a large class of chaotic systems, introduced in Celikovsky and
Chen [7], as the hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system, can be systematically used to
generate synchronized chaotic oscillations. While the generalized Lorenz system unifies
the famous Lorenz system and Chen's system [10], the hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz
system is in some way complementary to it. Synchronization of two such systems is made
through a scalar coupling signal based on nonlinear observer design using special change
of coordinates to the so-called observer canonical form of the hyperbolic-type generalized
Lorenz system. The properties of the suggested synchronization that make it attractive
for the the secure encrypted communication application are discussed in detail. Theoreti
cal results are supported by the computer simulations, showing viability of the suggested
approach.
Keywords: nonlinear, chaotic, synchronization, observer
AMS Subject Classification: 93C10, 93D20
1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Recently, the synchronization of chaotic systems became an important field of inves
tigation with various applications, namely when using the chaotic systems for secure
encryption of messages. Along this line of research, actually the broader problem
of synchronization of nonlinear oscillations has already had a rich history and a
great variety of applications (see [3] for a concise but informative summary). From
theoretical point of view, narrower problem of chaos synchronization is related to
the so-called chaos synthesis [4, 30] (or, equivalently, anticontrol of chaos [9]). The
purpose of the chaos synthesis is to design chaos as a desired positive phenomenon
to be used for various purposes. The ability to produce several identical copies of
the desired chaotic behaviour is an essential part of it. Such an effort lead naturally
in early 90's to the notion of the synchronization of chaotic systems [23]. Since
that time, a numerous number of publications on this topic have appeared, see e. g.
[1, 2, 3, 9, 13, 14, 18, 24, 25, 26, 28]. It is important to note here that the ideas
from control theory find a natural practice in many of the mentioned papers. This
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paper concentrates on the so-called full synchronization problem, i. e. when all state
trajectories of the synchronized systems mutually asymptotically converge as time
tends to infinity. For an alternative concept of partial synchronization, readers are
referred to [24, 26] and the references cited therein.
The full synchronization problem is naturally close to the observer concept in
systems theory [22]. Nevertheless, we would like to point out that one may view
synchronization as a specific modification of a general observer design problem, since
the system output may be freely selected by the designer, which however should have
the smallest possible dimension, preferably using only one scalar signal.
The aim of this paper is to study a particular class of chaotic system, the socalled hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system, introduced and studied in [7], and
to design the full synchronization of two identical copies of these systems via a
scalar connection. While the generalized Lorenz system unifies the famous Lorenz
system and Chen's system [10], the hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system is
in some way complementary to it. The dependence of the above synchronization
on various system parameters will be studied as well. It will be shown that while
a small parameter mismatch causes a small synchronization error only, the larger
mismatch causes crucial error that cannot be suppressed thanks to special features
of the hyperbolic-type Lorenz system. This is important for the implementation
purposes for secure encryption of messages as the system parameters may serve as
the secure password.
Various secure encryption and decryption schemes may be used to hide the mes
sages using synchronized chaotic oscillators. For an informative survey, including
their critical evaluation from the point of view of the classical (i. e. discrete-valued,
combinatorial) mathematical cryptography, see [11]. As an illustrative example, let
us describe briefly the most simple of them: the so-called chaotic masking. This
sclieme consists in adding a chaotic signal to a secret message on the transmitter
side, then transmitting encrypted signal and synchronizing output via public open
channel and finally to decrypt the message on the receiver side by subtracting the
same chaotic signal obtained via synchronizing the copy of the chaotic system on
the receiver side by that synchronizing output. Parameters of the chaotic systems
may serve as "password", since thanks to the previously mentioned properties of the
synchronization, larger error in parameter(s) knowledge prevents copies of chaotic
oscillators from being synchronized.
The paper is organized as follows. Both the generalized Lorenz system and the
hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system will be introduced in the following sec
tion. Section 3 presents main results on synchronization. Throughout the paper, the
results are demonstrated by computer simulations. Some conclusions and outlooks
for further research are given in the final section.
2. HYPERBOLIC-TYPE GENERALIZED LORENZ SYSTEM
As already mentioned earlier, the hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system is a
certain dual complement to the so-called generalized Lorenz system. To be more
specific, let us introduce the latter class more in detail.
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2.1. Generalized Lorenz s y s t e m
The generalized Lorenz system is the class of systems unifying both classical Lorenz
system and the Chen system [10, 19, 29]. It was introduced and studied in detail in
[4, 5, 30], demonstarting, in particular, the rich chaotic behavior tunable via single
scalar parameter. Moreover, recent result [6] provided the algorithm for synchronized
chaos synthesis in two generalized Lorenz systems coupled via scalar connection. To
keep the paper self-contained, let us briefly introduce some notations and basic facts.
To begin with, recall the following concept introduced in [30].
Definition 2.1. The nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations in R 3 of
the following form is called the generalized Lorenz system:

X

A
0

=

0
A3

o o o
o o - i
o i o

X\

X +

(i)

where x = \x\ x2 x^]T, A3 G R, and A is a (2 x 2) real matrix:
A =

ÛЦ

Û12

Û21

^22

(2)

with eigenvalues Ai, A2 G R such that
- A 2 > Ai > -A 3 > 0.

(3)

Moreover, the generalized Lorenz system is said to be nontrivial if it has at least
one solution that goes neither to zero nor to infinity nor to a limit cycle.
Motivation for studying this generalized Lorenz system (or GLS) has been thoroughly discussed in [4, 5, 30]. In particular, it is now well understood the inequality
condition (3) on the system eigenvalues, in view of Shilnikov's criterion. Since the
eigenvalues requirement (3) is the only one, the generalized Lorenz system represents a quite general class of autonomous systems in R3. The interesting question
thereafter is under what parameterization the generalized Lorenz system can be systematically classified in order to simplify its chaos synthesis. The following result
has been obtained in [5].
Theorem 2.2. For the nontrivial generalized Lorenz system (1) — (3), there exists
a nonsingular linear change of coordinates, z = Tx, which takes (1) into the following
generalized Lorenz canonical form:

Z

where z = [zi,z2,z3]T,

=

Ax
0
0

0
A2
0

0
0
A3

Z + CZ

0
0
1

0 - 1
0 - 1
т 0

z,

c= [1,-1,0] and parameter r G (-l,oo).

(4)
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The above canonical form is very useful to study bifurcations and tune the chaos
in the GLS. As a matter of fact, to tune the chaos, the eigenvalues Ai,2,3 should only
fulfill qualitative inequlity-type condition (3), while only a scalar parameter r is
responsible for subtle tuning of chaotic behaviours. For the detailed picture of GLS
properties evolution as the parameter r changes in its range [—l,oo) consult [5].
2.2. Hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system and its properties
Hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system is in a certain sense dual to the general
ized Lorenz system. Tentative terminology "hyperbolic-type" reflects the fact that
a certain matrix, which has in the case of classical Lorenz system eigenvalues 0, ± j ,
now has eigenvalues 0, ± 1 . To be more specific, let us give the following
Definition 2.3. The nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations in R 3 of
the following form is called the hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system:

X =

where x = [x\ x2

A
0

0
Лз

o o o
o o 1
o i o

X + X\

(5)

X,

x$]T, A3 G R, and A is a (2 x 2) real matrix:
A =

ÛЦ

^12

^21

«22

(6)

with eigenvalues Ai, A2 G R such that
-A 2 > Ai > -A 3 > 0.

(7)

Moreover, the hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system is said to be nontrivial if
it has at least one solution that goes neither to zero nor to infinity nor to a limit
cycle.
Analogous comments as for the case of the generalized Lorenz system also apply
here. In particular, the corresponding analogue of Theorem 2.2 is important and
interesting, which will be derived below.
Despite the seemingly minor difference between the models (5) and (1), it will
be seen from simulations and further analysis that the hyperbolic-type generalized
Lorenz system presents different type of chaotic behaviour. Complementarity of
both models becomes clear when obtaining canonical form for the hyperbolic-type
generalized Lorenz system, given by the following theorem.
T h e o r e m 2.4.
system:

System (4), with any r ^ - 1 , is state equivalent to the following

X =

A
0

0
Л3

x + xi

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
-sign(r-M)
0

x,

(8)

grg
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where
A =

Oц

Oi2

Ü2l

(.22

aii = [Л1 + (Л2-Лi)(т + l ) -

ł

ai2 = - [ ( Л 2 - Л i ) ( т + l ) - 1 h
a г i ^ p i - Л г + ^ - Л O í т + l)-1],

( 9 )

[ A 2 - ( A 2 - A 1 ) ( r + 1)- 1 ]

a22=

The corresponding change of coordinates is
xx = y/\T + l\[Zi - z 2 ] ,
X2

= y/\T+l\[z1+TZ2],

(10)

x3 = | r + l|2?3P r o o f . Straightforward but laborious computations.

rj

Remark 2.5. By the previous theorem, the generalized Lorenz canonical form
with r > —1 is equivalent to GLS while the generalized Lorenz canonical form with
r < — 1 to the hyperbolic-type GLS. The case r = — 1 is equivalent neither to the
generalized Lorenz system nor to the hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system.
As a matter of fact, it constitutes a boundary between the hyperbolic and nonhyperbolic cases , which have qualitatively different structures in their nonlinear
parts, so that they cannot be continuously changed from one to another. The case
of r = — 1 may also generate chaotic behavior, which has the similar character as
for r 7^ —1, as it will be seen in the next section. To summarize, the canonical
Lorenz form is a more preferable description as it provides a good unification for
many systems that seemingly appear to be very different.
The next proposition underlines even more the exquisite role of the case r = — 1.
Proposition 2.6. Consider the generalized Lorenz canonical form for r = — 1.
Then, it is equivalent via the following linear state transformation and constant
time scaling

=

(Zl

-

Z2)

V(-ЛiЛ 2 ^/2

(">

V = (Лiгi-Л^yД^

(12)

z = гз

(13)

=

^5ŕ

íУ-AiЛ 2

(14)
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to the Shimidzu-Morioka model (cf. (3) of [27])
dx

ď

dy
d
dz
d

where

A=

=

(15)

У

Ay

=

x(l--z)-

=

—az + x

Ai + A 2
V—Ã1Ã2

(y

=

(16)

2

—

(17)

Aз

\J— A1A2

(18)

P r o o f . Straightforward but laborious computations.

D

Remark 2.7. It is possible to show that there exist possibly nontrivial hyperbolic
type GLS (5) that are not equivalent to the form (4) with some r G R. In the
sequel, (4) with r £ R and (7) will be referred to as the generalized Lorenz canonical
form (GLCF). In other words, any nontrivial GLS is equivalent to GLCF with some
r > — 1 while nontrivial hyperbolic-type GLS is either equivalent to GLCF with
some r < - 1 , or to a certain variation of the GLCF. The full atlas of all equivalent
classes of the nontrivial hyperbolic type GLS is out of scope of this paper.
The GLCf class is illustrated by simulations in Figures 1-8.

GanaraUzad loranz canonical l a m

l-8lambda2—16.
Ia>nbda3=-1. t a u - 0

Fig. 1. The generalized Lorenz canonical form for the case of Ai = 8, A2 = —16,
A3 = — 1. From the left to right: r = 0.6 and r = 0. The first attractor corresponds via
linear change of coordinates to the classical Lorenz system. The second attractor
presents "boundary" case between Chen's type and classical Lorenz systems.
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Ganarali.rad Loranz canonical

lambda1»3, lambda2« 5 lamtjda3«-

QaneraNzad Loran; oanorncal lo

Fig. 2. The generalized Lorenz canonical form for the case of Ai = 3, A2 = — 5,
A3 = —1. From the left to right: r = 0.6 and r = 0.2. Both these cases are equivalent to
the generalized Lorenz system and has similar topological structure of their attractors as
the classical Lorenz system. Notice that the first one has also point attractors, so that
chaotic attractor is not globally attractive.

Qenaralizad

Fig. 3. The generalized Lorenz canonical form for the case of Ai = 3, A2 = — 5,
A3 = — 1. From left to right: r = — 0.2 and r = — 0.8. Both these cases are equivalent to
the generalized Lorenz system. The second attractor resembles the one of the Chen's
system.
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iz canonical lorm

canonical lorm

Fig. 4. The generalized Lorenz canonical form for the case of Ai = 3, A2 = —5,
A3 = — 1. From the left to right: r = — 1 and r = — 2. The case on the left is neither
equivalent to the generalized Lorenz system nor to its hyperbolic counterpart. Actually,
it is a well-known Shimizu-Morioka model. The case on the right is equivalent to the
hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system.

Oanarakizad Loranz canonical lorm

QanaraNzad Loranz canonical lorm

Fig. 5. The generalized Lorenz canonical form for the case of Ai = 3 , A2 = —5,
A3 = —1. From the left to the right: r = —50 and r = —100. This case equivalent to the
hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system.
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Oanaiakzad Loranz canonical lorm

Qenar akzad Loranz canonical form

Fig. 6. The generalized Lorenz canonical form for the case of Ai = 3, A2 = - 5 ,
A3 = - 1 . From the left to the right: r = - 5 0 and r = -100. This case is equivalent
to the hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system.

Fig. 7. The synchronization of the hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system for the
case of Ai = 8 , A2 = —16, A3 = — 1 and r = —5. Transmitter (left) and receiver (right)
trajectories in the state space.

Fig. 8. The synchronization of the hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system for the
case of Ai = 8, A2 = —16, A3 = - 1 and r = - 5 . From up to down: the time evolution of
the first, second and third error components of the error dynamics.
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3. SYNCHRONIZATION OF HYPERBOLIC-TYPE GENERALIZED
LORENZ SYSTEMS
It has been demonstrated in [7] that the hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz system
provides rich possibilities for chaos synthesis as well. The further natural move would
therefore be to synchronize copies of the same system from the class of hyperbolictype systems. Synchronization of chaotic systems is necessary prerequisite of any use
of chaotic generators, e. g. for secure encryption. Loosely speaking, synchronization
enables to provide copies of the same chaotic oscillations. This is not trivial, due to
the sensitive dependence on initial data. As a matter of fact, in practice, even two
identical copies of chaotic system, starting at the same initial value, after some time
would oscillate in a very different way.
3.1.

Observer canonical form of t h e hyperbolic-type GLS

First, let us derive the so-called observer canonical form of the hyperbolic type
generalized Lorenz system. Based on it, the global exponential observer from a
suitable defined scalar output will be constructed later on and shown to be, actually,
the copy of the system affected by its measured output. In such a way, two copies
of the chaotic system will be coupled and synchronized via scalar connection.
Theorem 3.1. Both nontrivial GLS (1) and its canonical form (4) are state equiv
alent to the following form:
(Al + A2)í?l + T)2

drj
ďt

AlA2T?i ~ (Ai - A2)7?17?3 - ( l / 2 ) ( r + 1)7??

(19)

A37?3 + Ki (r)j]j
A 3 (T

Ki(т)

+ 1 ) - 2 T A I -2A2

2(Ai - A2)

where rj = [771,772,773^, which is referred to as the observer canonical form. The
corresponding smooth coordinate change and its inverse are
7?i=zi-z2,

772 = Aiz2 - A 2 zi, % = ^ 3 - ^ 7 T
A

r +1
r-r(*i-*2)2

A 1

Zl =

A1771+772

Z2

X^T'

_ A277! + 772

Z3

~ X^~'

~~ A 21

, (r + ^)rji

~

m+

^AT=^)'

(20)
(

*

(21)

P r o o f . Differentiating equalities (21) with respect to time and then substituting
terms from (19) and (20) give (4) and the conclusion follows immediately.
Notice the key ingredient of the transformation here, i. e. the quadratic term in
the last component of the transform. It is designed precisely to remove the cross
term z2(z\-z2)
and keeping only the term Kitf = Ki(z\ -z2)2.
The latter depends
only on the component 771 = z\ — z2, which will be crucial for synchronization design
later on.
•
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System

The above observer canonical form for the hyperbolic-type GLS may seem to
be more complicated then the previous one, nevertheless, it enjoys a nice structure
where the nonlinearity in the third equation depends on the measured output candidate 771 only. Therefore, thanks to A3 < 0, the variable 773 is easily detectable
via output injection linearization combined with a linear, Luenberger-type observer.
Then, in the second equation the nonlinearities depend only on output candidate 771
and on the just reconstructed variable 773, so that one can repeat the previous idea.
Such a loosely formulated idea will be presented rigorously in the next subsection.
3.2. Synchronization of the hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz s y s t e m s
The observer canonical form for the hyperbolic-type GLS suggests the simple observer, stemming basically form the well-known techniques on linearization via output injection [15, 16, 17]. As a matter of fact, we would need here a more special
result and to keep the paper self-contained we prefer to prove our theorem directly.
The interested reader may consult [8] and the references within there for the survey
of the nonlinear observer techniques.
Our result is presented as the following theorem and treats also the aspect of the
possible error in the output measurement, considering the measured quantity 77™
that may, in general, differ from the value of the actual output 771.
Theorem 3.2. Consider system (19) with the output 771 and assume all its trajectories belong to a compact set for all times. Further, consider the following system
having input 77J71 and state 77 -= (771,772,773)T:
h
h
0

df)

+

1 0
0 0
0 A3

17 +

' Ai + A2 - h
—A1A2 — Һ

0

m"

0
-(\l-\2)тiГŕk-Ш(т+l)(ч?)*
Ki(т)(ri?)2

(22)

where l\^ < 0. For all e > 0, assume |77i(£)—rj™(t)\ < e. Then, it holds exponentially
in time that
^t->oo\\r)(t)-fi(t)\\<Ce,
for a constant C > 0. In particular, for 77™ = 771 system (22) is a global exponential
observer for system (19) with the output 771.
P r o o f . Let e -= (ei,e2,e3) T =77 — 77. Then, subtracting (22) from (19) gives

e=

F
0 0

0
(A 2 — ^1)771

A3

e + Í>(v)(m-V?),

F

h 1
h 0

(23)

where ip is a smooth function. Select the gains I1J2 111 such a way that the matrix
F is Hurwitz. Although the error dynamics (23) is a linear nonautonomous and
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nonhomogeneous system depending on a particular observed trajectory 1 , its matrix
is block triangular with diagonal blocks being constant Hurwitz matrices and all
other entries being bounded uniformly in time. Nonhomogeneity ip(rj(t))(rji(t) —
^(t))
is bounded uniformly in time, due to the assumptions of the theorem, by Ce,
where C is a suitable constant. This implies the conclusion in an obvious way.
rj
In the sequel, we will usually call, in accordance with a major part of the current
literature listed in the bibliography, the system (19) as the transmitter while the
system (22) as the receiver. Alternatively, the master-slave terminology may be
encountered in some of the listed references.
Remark 3.3. Suppose that 771 = 77™ (i.e. e = 0), in other words, the output
candidate 771 is available for the precise measurement. Then, due to the just for
mulated theorem, (22) is the global exponential observer from the output 771. As a
matter of fact, one can easily see that the right-hand side of the observer (22) can
be represented as a copy of the system (19) (i.e. the system (19) with 77 replaced
by 77) plus an additional term depending on fj and 771 only. The latter one may be
interpreted as the scalar synchronizing connection between systems thereby provid
ing synchronization scheme for several exemplars of the hyperbolic-type generalized
Lorenz systems.
The following proposition analyzes the influence of mismatching the parameter
r. Here, TSI may be interpreted as a "false" value of mismatched parameter r.
Proposition 3.4. Consider system (19) with chaotic behavior. The system (22),
with r/i = 77™ and T = TSI, satisfies the following property: For i = 1,2,3 and for
sufficiently small \T — r s /|,
lim^oolrli^) - r)i(t)\ < CiP(hJ2)\T

- Tsil

where C^p(l\j2) > 0, i = 1,2, are some parameters converging to zero if l\ -»
-oo,(h/h)
—> - c o , while C^p(hj2)
> 0 does not depend on l\^ at all. Moreover,
for all values of £1,2, it holds that
d(T?3

d7

7?3)

= Asfos - m) + K,(T - TS1)V1

(24)

where K\ is given in (19).
P r o o f . Denoting e = (ei,e2,e 3 ) T = 77 - 77, we can easily obtain
Һ

Һ
0

1
0
0

0
(Л2 - Лi)r/i
Л3

0

e+

(~т + тsl)т)\l2
Ki(т-тsi)т}f

so that (24) follows immediately. The remaining claims of the proposition easily
follows from the proof of Proposition 4 of [8].
•
1

This is the reason why one can not directly apply e.g. the results of [16].
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Remark 3.5. A modification of Proposition 3.4 may be obtained in a straightforward way, to include some other system parameters as well. Another variant can also
be obtained to take into account a biased output measurement. Resistance against
an intruder not knowing r precisely enough was obtained thanks to a special structure of the used observer, i.e. the third component is detectable but unobservable,
which lead the third component of the error to be independent of the gains Zi ,2Notice also that for 771 = 0, there is a singularity preventing further transforming
the observer canonical form (19) into the usual linear observability form where one
could use, e. g. high gain robust observers design (see e. g. Proposition 4 of [8] and
references within there for details) to cope with lack of password knowledge. In other
words, the above singularity makes a reasonable precise knowledge of parameter r
crucial for the succesful synchronization thereby making this parameter an excellent
candidate for the secure password.
To be more specific, the "password value" of r may be discretized using the
property that the influence of sufficiently small errors in value of r can be removed
during further signal processing while larger errors prevent from recovering the signal
by an intruder. Moreover, the third component of the synchronization error evolves
as the chaotic signal 771 passes through a simple linear filter. This means that wrongly
synchronized system creates a signal qualitatively similar to the correct one but no
hint for the intruder is provided.
Still, one may immediately understand theoretical difficulties of proving the claim
"there is no way how to synchronize the systems without reasonable precise knowledge of T". Basically, we can just rule out some known schemes. Another scheme,
that can be excluded is the adaptation scheme, again thanks to a special structure of the hyperbolic-type GLS. Namely, notice that the error dynamics are in a
form where the unknown parameter enters the non-measurable dynamics (24), what
prevents usual nonlinear adaptive techniques from being applied.
Summarizing, the discussed synchronization is therefore believed to be fairly safe
against the potential intruder trying to cope with lark of knowledge of "password"
T via robust or adaptive techniques.
Numerous MATLAB-SIMULINK based simulations were performed to check the
synchronization properties. Most of them use two relatively small gains / i ^ = —1
while the initial error between the transmitter and the receiver was set large. This
is to demonstrate the nice global exponential convergence of the designed synchronization.
After the initial transition period, the synchronization error goes rapidly to zero.
By selecting higher gains li^, one can arbitrarily enhance the convergence rates of
the first two components. The convergence of the third component, however, is given
by the eigenvalue A3 therefore is unchanged. All these facts clearly correspond to
the simple form of the error dynamics obtained during the proof of Theorem 3.2. As
an illustrative sample, Figures 9 and 10 depict one typical simulation.
Simulations show the behavior of both the transmitter and the receiver in their
^-coordinates. Here, the transmitter is the generalized canonical Lorenz system,
while the receiver is its copy plus a certain synchronizing part using the scalar signal
zi — Z2 as the only connection to the transmitter. The behavior of the receiver is
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computed by solving its equation in t h e i) coordinates a n d t h e n m a p p i n g it via the
corresponding diffeomorphism into z.
4. C O N C L U S I O N S AND O U T L O O K S
T h e i m p o r t a n t issue of chaos synchronization for the secure communication has been
thoroughly discussed in this paper, using t h e hyperbolic-type generalized Lorenz sys
tem family as the platform. T h e a p p r o a c h taken is based on the nonlinear observer
theory, with b o t h theoretical analysis a n d numerical simulation s u p p o r t s . T h e pos
sibility of using system's p a r a m e t e r s as "passwords" for secure communication has
been thoroughly analyzed, b o t h theoretically and numerically. It shows t h a t with
out precise knowledge of t h e system p a r a m e t e r s , one cannot remove synchronization
error even by using a very high-gain observer design. This provides a promising
methodology for chaos-synchronization-based secure communication, significantly
improving most, if not all, existing schemes of this kind.
Further study of t h e security aspects of existing synchronization schemes is highly
desirable. T h e heuristic observation m a d e in this respect for t h e hyperbolic-type
generalized Lorenz system studied in this paper is t h a t system should be detectable,
b u t not fully observable, resulting in a certain "fragile" (nonrobust) observers.
On the theoretical level, as a challenging outlook for further research one may
consider setting out t h e proper definition(s) of the security concept using control
theoretic terminology. For instance, one may ask the synchronization t o be re
sistant against a d a p t i v e a n d / o r robust techniques, giving t h e a p p r o p r i a t e rigorous
m a t h e m a t i c a l definitions a n d t h e n trying t o prove those properties for a particular
synchronization scheme.
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